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There will be Scooter in the house
We gonna rock you tonight
And the incredible H.P.
Is gonna make you feel right

There is Ricky on the case
And wicked Axel too
So come on join the party
Make your body move

All those sexy girls are dancing
To the beat on the floor
And the crazy guys are freaking
Out like never before

Turn up the volume
And make the speakers blast
Move your body to the rhythm
Like this day is your last

There's a party in the place
And you'll be rock it tonight
So bring your body with you baby
And I make you feel right

It's a pretty celebration
Of a natural kind
And a pleasure your experience
Will blow your mind

Everybody will be dancing
To the beat on the floor
You really come to situations
Never part of before

Satisfaction guaranteed
If you know what I mean
And if you walk in through that door
It's such a freaky scene

Expecting more from Ratty
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I can't change I just wanna do it
On the microphone just get into it
Come on tonight from left to right
Everybody now get ready for the night

Tough like steel and dangerous
We gonna rock the house, it's still like this
No time to chill so keep on moving
Get into the place, MC is grooving

Expecting more from Ratty

As a matter of fact in '92
I can't explain it's up to you
If you know what I mean it's the freaky scene
And things have changed a lot in between

So come on tonight and let them go
For those about who left the show
I recommend to join the case
The last call to rock the place

Expecting more from Ratty
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